AbstractÐWe show that the cyclic-cubes defined by Ada W.C. Fu and S.C. Chau [1] are isomorphic to k-ary wrapped butterfly networks.
optimal routing algorithms for q k n . Moreover, they showed that q k n has a Hamiltonian cycle, a diameter of Qn P , and connectivity of Pk if n ! Q. In this short comment, we show that this family of graphs are indeed isomorphic to k-ary wrapped butterfly networks fnY k which are defined in [2, pp. 442-446] .
For a graph q, we use q and iq to denote the vertex set and the edge set of q, respectively. To define q k n , let t I Y t P Y Á Á Á Y t n be n distinct symbols with ordering t I b t P Á Á Á b t n . Each symbol t j is assigned a rank i for I i k, and this ranked symbol is denoted by t i j . The graph q k n has n Á k n vertices, and each vertex of q k n is represented by an n-bit vector which is a circular permutation of
To define edges in q k n , we first define function f s , for every I s k, mapping q k n onto itself as follows: 
